CHAPTER VI
RELIGIOUS  SERVICES—FESTIVALS
in order to explain more readily the common form of
a Hindoo temple, we resort once more to illustration The
adytum containing the object of worship is invariably covered
with a ' shikur,' or bell-shaped spire, the mundup, or ante
chamber, is open, and contains in temples of Shiva a figure
of the attendant bull, Nundee Vaishnavite temples especially,
have frequently two ante chambers, m which case the first is
open and the second closed These, as also the temples of the
Jam religion, have occasionally three spires, the centre one
rather higher than the other two The temple is surrounded
by a Dhurumsala, or house of accommodation for attendants
and worshippers The surrounding structure is, however, still
sometimes, especially m Jam temples, formed of numerous
small spire-covered shrines, and the lodging-houses are in that
case detached, but the whole mass of buildings is frequently
encircled by a fortified wall A large temple presents, in fact,
the appearance of a village , the auxiliary buildings look like
substantial private houses, but are more liberally adorned with
carved woodwork , and sometimes nearly the whole exterior of
them is covered with rude paintings, representing marriages or
other domestic festivals, or more frequently the achievements
of the gods Small reservoirs of water called koonds, circular
wells, and more imposing wavs or bowlees, and sometimes
majestic tanks are the more or less indispensable accompani-
ments of places dedicated to the religion of the Hindoos Like
the Christian churches of the middle ages, the Hindoo temples
of Goozerat are usually placed in situations highly favoured by
nature The awful gloom of the grove, the romantic beauty
of the mountain glen, the brightness of the river's bank, the
wildneas of the cloud-enveloped peak, or the solemn calm of
the ocean bay, are accessaries of which the religions of Shiva
and of Adeenath know full well how to avail
The officiating priests are in the temples of Shiva usually
Gosaees., in those of Vishnoo, Brahmins or Wairagees, in

